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Executive Summary
IDC interviewed seven organizations representing a variety of vertical industries on how Red 
Hat Training courses improved IT operations, and the ability to support business requirements 
and new technologies.

Red Hat Training courses make core IT operations more effective and efficient thanks 
to hands-on training and knowledge sharing. Survey data shows that infrastructure 
management is at least 20% more efficient.

Investment in training programs returns 
strong value with a 3-year ROI of 389%.

IT environments are more reliable and robust 
through the application of Red Hat Training. 
There is 71% less unplanned downtime, and 
36% more efficient helpdesk response.

71%
less unplanned 
downtime more efficient 

helpdesk response
36%

20%
more efficient
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Study Methodology and Firmographics 
IDC surveyed managers at seven organizations about the benefits of Red Hat Training courses for 
improving IT staff and operations, and better supporting business requirements and the deployment of 
new technologies.

Participants spoke to their experiences with Red Hat Training courses. Each study participant 
discussed the results of 44 courses taken by 23 staff members on an annual basis (averaged). 

Firmographics Average Median

Number of employees 22,900 18,000

$33.97B $4.25B

23 20

44 32

United States (3), Canada, Italy, United Kingdom, Turkey

Government, Natural Resources, Pharmaceuticals, Professional 
Services, Telecommunications, Transportation

1,248 600Number of IT staff

Company revenue

Countries

Number of employees with Red Hat 
Training courses per year

Total number of Red Hat Training 
courses per year

Industries
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Red Hat training includes online, virtual, and 
classroom training and a variety of options

Classroom training

Online learning

On-site training

Red Hat learning subscription

Virtual training Video classroom

Live, instructor-led training in an interactive 
classroom conducted around the world in a 
comfortable and professional environment

An online, HTML5 self-paced learning 
experience available for all courses and in 
multiple languages

Private training for your entire team or 
department, delivered at your location, 
at a training center or online

Access to all of Red Hat’s online and video 
classroom courses, labs, and additional 
features, such as instructor Q&A, exams, etc.

Live, instructor-led training conducted over 
the internet, featuring the same hands-on 
labs as traditional classroom training

High definition (HD) video training featuring 
popular courses, presented by experienced 
instructors, and streamed to laptops or other 
personal devices
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The skill sets of IT project teams impact the 
success of any given project.  Spending on 
training constitutes an important part of the 
overall IT budget.

Given the fast pace of technology change, IT 
staff skills and performance often degrade over 
time unless ongoing training is provided.

Why is there a strong need for IT team training now? 
Initial team training matters Ongoing training is essential 

Add 1.5% of project budget
to training

... to move
from 50%
to 80%
success rate
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Success is Influenced by: Need is Influence by:
The right audience Technology change

Attrition

Ongoing training rate

Process change

Promotion

Replacement skills

The right content (relevant)
Consumption/completion

Year 3:
Organization has lost 60%
of its original capability

Year 6:
Organization has lost nearly  
75% of its original capability

Source: Market Analysis Perspective: Worldwide and U.S IT Education and Certification Services, IDC 2017
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New approaches to IT training are making the 
professional learning experience more effective

Old Way New Way 

Approach:

Content: Content:

Content is static: Content is static:

Timing: Timing:

Target: Success:Success:

Approach:

Number of users dictate approach Learner convenience drives modality (Incremental 
users are irrelevant)

Feature and function training (by role) Task/activity use case (by role) 

Self-identified and  
self-directed experts

Business results (enabled 
by software use)

Custom content is created from scratch
Contextual content can be built from known-
good base

Minimally trained in advance (access and basic use) 
Training continues (continuous) based on need

Project milestones

Timed to be fully trained at “launch“, Lip 
service to “maintenance training”

Here’s a look at the many ways that IT training – or skilling – is changing in today’s workplace.

Key 
takeaway

The indicators of 
success are more readily 
available. Usage data and 
performance results allow 
the creation of “triggers“ 
to suggest remediation (or 
expanded use) based on 
actual performance.
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IDC’s survey identified significant benefits resulting  
from Red Hat staff training
IDC projects that each company will achieve annual benefits worth an average of $53,422 for every 
employee who takes Red Hat Training courses over a three year period.

The most significant training benefits are for IT teams. Survey results show that IT teams have become 
significantly more efficient and productive, and better able to support rapidly changing technologies and 
business requirements.

$41,435

$11,563 $424

IT Staff 
Productivity

Benefits

Risk MItigation - 
User Productivity

Benefits

IT Infrastructure 
Cost Reductions

Total: 
$53,422 per year 

per employee 
trained
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One of the key training benefits identified was more 
efficient IT infrastructure management

IT administrators benefit from hands-on knowledge transfer. Study participants reported that 
their administrators became an average of 20 percent more efficient after training completion.

Higher productivity levels for IT administrators means spending less time carrying out day-to-day 
IT operations, and freeing up time for other value-generating activities as well as IT innovation.

One participant commented: “We have only two employees deploying, monitoring and managing 
what we currently run for our customers. There hasn’t been a savings in staff time with Red Hat 
Training courses, but there was an increase in the number of services we provide, without increasing 
the number of employees.”

Before Red Hat 
Training Courses

With Red Hat 
Training Courses Difference % Benefit

Number of FTEs, server/infra management

Annual salary cost per organization per year

Hours per 100 users per year

19.9 15.9 3.9 20%

186 149 37 20%

$1.98M $1.59M $389,600 20%
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Ongoing training leads to improved troubleshooting 
and greater helpdesk efficiencies  

Surveyed companies leveraged knowledge and best practices from Red Hat Training courses to 
troubleshoot more effectively. The result was 23% fewer helpdesk calls and 50% faster resolution of 
issues when they occur. 

Post-training, users face fewer interruptions and staff members devote less time to supporting 
Red Hat environments (36% less on average).

Systems Engineering Director, North American Financial Market Company: “Red Hat Training 
courses have primarily been for the operating systems. The most significant day-to-day benefit for our 
staff is better troubleshooting. The staff has gained new knowledge and learned new tools that help with 
the troubleshooting process.”

Before Red Hat 
Training Courses

With Red Hat 
Training Courses Difference % Benefit

Number of related calls per year

Hours per 100 users per year

Time to resolve on average per call (minutes)

FTE equivalent

Annual salary cost per organization per year

21,037

42

16,172

27

4,865

15

23%

36%

27

4.5

$452,000

13

2.9

$291,400

14

1.6

$160,600

50%

36%

36%
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Administrators and device management teams 
become more efficient as training benefits accrue 

Core IT teams such as infrastructure administrators, application and device management teams, 
and helpdesk staff can deliver more value through increased expertise. The result is substantial 
value for their organizations: 16 percent more efficient on average.

Senior IT Manager, North American Governmental Organization: “The technical knowledge of the 
instructors is the most significant benefit. They come prepared. They can talk about technology outside of 
Red Hat. As a very senior team, our staff asks a lot of questions but instructors can answer them and talk 
at the same high level. We ask 500 questions, they come back with 500 answers.”

$1,977,300 $1,587,700

$1,966,700

$291,400

$2,251,000

$452,000

$4.58M $3.85M

Before Red Hat 
Training Courses

With Red Hat 
Traing Courses

Helpdesk

Application and Device Management

Server/IT Infrastructure Management

16% more 
efficient
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Study participants have leveraged deeper knowledge 
about Red Hat environments for greater reliability 

Study participants credited the training with helping them better configure their IT environments, and 
troubleshoot faster and more effectively. As a result, internal users are losing an average of 71 % less 
productive time due to unplanned system and application outages. 

IT Infrastructure Manager, European Pharmaceuticals Company: “Unplanned outages previously caused 
us and our customers some losses, due to issues with reliability. With current solutions, delivered after taking 
Red Hat Training courses, we are still at zero unplanned downtime, after more than two years.”

Before Red Hat 
Training Courses

With Red Hat 
Training Courses Difference % Benefit

Frequency per year

Minutes per year per user

MTTR (hours)

FTE productivity impact per year

Cost of lost productivity per year 
per organization

28.1

30

12.8

9

15.4

21

55%

71%

1.0

5.4

$377,139

0.6

1.6

$111,189

0.4

3.8

$265,950

35%

71%

71%
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Improved ability to support business was cited 
as an important benefit

Study participants have increased the effectiveness of development activities with Red 
Hat Training courses. For example, new features have enjoyed on average 12% faster 
development times.  

Senior IT Manager, North American Telecommunications Company: “We would not be able to move 
forward as effectively without Red Hat Training courses. We still have glitches in the development cycle 
due to how new the technology and processes are, but we would be lost without the training. . . It used 
to take 30 man days per service to develop applications, but it now takes 20 man days per service. We 
expect this to decrease further as teams become more skilled with the technology.”

Training is helping staff create value with new technologies and initiatives 
such as containerization and DevOps. This gives IT organizations the ability 
to better support business requirements, making them a valuable partner. 

IT Manager, North American Telecommunications Services Provider: 
“My group just focuses on containers, not servers. The change we have 
experienced with Red Hat Training is the ability to go from 2 months to 3 
minutes on a platform build.”
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A Summary of ROI Benefits
Participants reported that training has returned significant value relative to the cost of 
the programs. 

IDC projects that study participants will achieve almost a five-to-one return (389%) on their 
investment in the courses, and break even almost immediately on their investment as staff 
members become more productive and they gain from better IT configuration and support.  

Three-Year ROI Analysis Per Organization Per Employee Trained

Benefit (discounted)

Net Present Value

Payback (Months)

Investment (discounted)

ROI (NPV/Investment)

Discount Factor

$2.95 Million $128,401

$2.35 Million $102,134

2 months 2 months

$0.60 Million $26,266

389% 389%

12% 12%
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Conclusions and Key Takeaways

Effective training matters for the overall success of IT departments that rely on 
Red Hat infrastructure.

Red Hat training is well worth the investment with a nearly 4X return-on-investment 
over a 3 year period.

IDC survey results confirm that Red Hat training offers key benefits to companies in 
a variety of vertical industries by: 

Making IT operations more effective (20% more efficient IT administrators)

Making IT environments more reliable for supported lines of business 
(71% less unplanned downtime)

Helping IT better support organizational and business requirements 
(12% faster development of new features)
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